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Introduction

Modern geo-replicated CRDT key-value data stores pro-
vide high availability by reducing the synchronization be-
tween replicas. They provide weaker consistency guaran-
tees, called eventual consistency [3], that guarantees all up-
dates performed at every replica will eventually be propa-
gated and become visible on all remote replicas.

Applications layered over such CRDT key-value data
stores expose a wider set of program behaviors through the
reduced consistency guarantees of the data store. Due to
the non-determinism between performing an update on a
replica and delivering updates coming from other replicas,
an operation may access stale data causing invariant vio-
lation. So, some possible execution order can violate the
application invariants, even though the default execution
runs satisfying the invariants. Thus, application program-
mers need to consider every possible ordering of concurrent
updates while writing a program for a weakly consistent
platform.

Systematic Exploration of Program
Behaviors

To help programmers develop correct applications running
on weakly consistent platforms, we propose a runtime veri-
fication approach that systematically explores possible be-
haviors of such applications to detect application invari-
ant violations arising from operations reordering. Our ap-
proach explores different ordering of performing any up-
date on a replica and delivering any update coming from
other replicas. It allows only one replica to proceed at a
time in order to enable accessing the whole system state
after each update. Our systematic exploration algorithm
is called causality-aware delay-bounding (CAD) which is a
variant of delay-bounded scheduling technique [2] that is an
effective program search space prioritization technique used
for exploring different behaviors of concurrent programs.
Also, CAD takes the causal consistency into consideration
while exploring different possible schedules. That is, it only
explores those schedules using delay-bounding that are al-
lowed by causal consistency.

Commander: A runtime verification
tool

We have implemented our runtime verification technique as
a tool called Commander which utilizes CAD algorithm to
explore possible program behaviors at runtime and check if
specified program invariants by the programmer are satis-
fied. Commander has been implemented to check applica-
tions developed for Antidote data store which is a CRDT
key-value transactional data store. In order to use Com-
mander, the programmer writes a test case for her applica-
tion using specified callback functions by the Commander.
Application invariants are also specified using any arbitrary
Erlang code through a callback function. Then, the Com-
mander systematically generates and explores different pos-
sible schedules using the test case, and checks application
invariants.

Commander first runs the test case, and records the or-
dering in which transactions are executed or delivered to
remote replicas, as the original schedule. Then, it starts
generating and exploring all possible schedules around the
original schedule. We have instrumented Antidote, in or-
der to record transaction information while running the
test case, and also to replay a transaction execution or a
transaction delivery to a remote replica while exploring all
possible schedules.

How Commander Works

We propose CAD algorithm to prioritize the program
search space to explore possible schedules of a program
systematically. To generate a new schedule, CAD allows
delaying bounded number of tasks, that in our setting are
transaction executions or transaction deliveries to remote
replicas. Scheduling a transaction execution may form a
new causality dependency than the one the original sched-
ule has, but then the formed causality dependency is pre-
served through the whole schedule while scheduling remain-
ing tasks.

Commander consists of four components: Recorder,
Scheduler, Replayer and Verifier. Commander first runs
the test case written by the programmer, and the Recorder
records the ordering of transactions execution or their de-
livery to remote replicas as the original schedule. Using
the original schedule, Scheduler component generates other
possible schedules using CAD algorithm. For each sched-
ule, Replayer components replayes the next scheduled task
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allowing only one replica to operate at a time. After replay-
ing a task, Replayer calls Verifier component to check the
application invariants specified by the programmer. If the
application invariants are satisfied, Verifier acknowledges
the Replayer to continue by replaying the following sched-
uled task. Otherwise, Verifier provides a counter example
to the programmer.

Related Work

In order to ease programming applications layered over
weakly consistent data stores, Balegas et al. [1] pro-
posed a form of consistency called explicit consistency that
strengthen the eventual consistency for unsafe operations
under concurrent execution, to ensure the application in-
variants. To define a more stringent consistency model, ap-
plications define the consistency rules as invariants. Then,
a reservation system is derived based on the application
and its invariants. The derived reservation system is used
to enforce the specified explicit consistency by preventing
concurrent execution of unsafe operations. Escrow reser-
vation, which is a reservation technique used for numeric
invariants, allows only a limited number of an unsafe oper-
ation to execute without coordination. However, these ap-
proaches need the programmer to specify the consistency
model required by the program as invariants. So, the cor-
rectness of the technique relies on the correctness of the
consistency rules defined by the programmer.

Using Commander, the programmer need to specify
only the application invariants, but not the consistency

model. On the other hand, the programmer can strengthen
the consistency model of the application by choosing an ap-
propriate CRDT data type. For instance, pn_counter and
bounded counter CRDTs provide different levels of con-
sistency. Thus, depending on the program behavior, the
programmer can use pn_counter or bounded counter data
type to enforce the desired consistency guarantee.

To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first
runtime verification approach to check the correctness of
distributed applications running on weakly consistent plat-
forms.
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